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ABSTRACT
We present a theoretical description of nuclear collisions which con­
sists of a three-dimensional fluid-dynamical model, a chemical equilibrium 
break-up calculation for local light fragment (i.e. p, n, d, t, ^He)
production and a final thermal evaporation of these particles. The light 
fragment cross section and some properties of the heavy target residues are 
calculated for the asymmetric systems Ne + U at 400 MeV/N, Ne + Pb at 800 
MeV/N and C + Sn at 86 MeV/N. The results of the model calculations are com­
pared with recent experimental data. Several observable signatures of the 
collective hydrodynamical processes are consistent with the present data. An 
event-by-event analysis of the flow patterns of the various clusters is pro­
posed which can yield deeper insight into the collision dynamics.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Сечение легких ядер и остатков пышени вычисляется в гидродинамическо 
- эвапорационном модели релятивстических реакций тяжелых ионов и результат 
сравнивается с экспериментом.
KIVONAT
Bemutatjuk atommagütközések egy elméleti leirását, amely egy 3-dimenziós 
folyadék dinamikai modellt, egy a könnyű atomi fragmentek (p, d, t, ^He, ^He) 
közti kémiai egyensúlyt feltételező feltörési számitást és ezen részecskék 
végső termikus elpárolgását Írja le. A könnyű mag hatáskeresztmetszetek és a 
nehéz target maradványok néhány tulajdonságát a Ne + U (400 MeV/n), a Ne + Pb 
(800 MeV/n) és a C + Pb (86 MeV/n) aszimmetrikus rendszerekre kiszámítottuk, 
és összehasonlitottuk kisérleti adatokkal. A kollektiv hidrodinamikai folyama 
tok számos észlelhető jele összevág a jelenlegi kisérleti adatokkal. A fragmen 
tek áramlásának egy eseményenként! analízisét javasoljuk, amely a reakció­
dinamikába mélyebb betekintést nyújthat.
/ . I ntroduction
Recent experimental results 1 5 on fragment emmission in high energy nu­
clear collisions can be qualitatively understood as being due to collective 
flow processes as predicted by the hydrodynamic model 1,5 11 In this paper we 
will present a quantitative comparison of the main experimental results with an 
extended fluid dynamical model, which also includes a calculation of the light 
cluster production and their spectra.
The various models constructed so far to describe high energy heavy ion 
reactions rely on basically different assumptions: In the fireball model 13 a 
global thermal equilibration is assumed among all participant nucleons . In 
the firestreak model 20 this requirement is relaxed to smaller partitions, 
(streaks) while in the hydrodynamic model only local equilibrium is required. 
On the other hand the cascade models assume no equilibrium and in their differ­
ent existing versions different types of equilibration are reached during the 
collision. The extent of equilibration depends essentially on the mean free 
path X of the nucleons. The mean free path of an impinging proton in the nucle­
us has recently been determined experimentally tobe X-2.4fm.21 However, owing 
to the increasing temperature and density this value can become much smaller in 
nucleus-nucleus collisions. First experimental results 22 yielded X=1 fm. 
Hence local equilibrium may be achievable and hydrodynamic effects may become 
important, in particular if heavier systems are investigated. Experimentally 
the equilibration may be studied by the comparision of the light fragment 
spectra.23
There is a considerable amount of theoretical studies of fragment pro­
duction. Many of these assume that a fireball is produced, which can be charac­
terized by global thermal and chemical equilibrium. They differ from each other 
in the statistics applied (ideal classical,2* 26 quantum,2°’27 29 quantum with 
interactions 30’31) and in the number of the considered composite fragments 
which is usually small, but can go above one hundred by considering all stable 
and excited states of nuclei up to A=16.2* In these models the thermal energy 
is identical to the initial total CM kinetic energy. This extreme assumption is 
mitigated by the consideration of the possible collective flow (or expansion) 
which may carry a large fraction of the available energy.8’25’32 3* In these 
models, some effects of the expansion or explosion have been studied in simpli­
fied spherical geometry, as e.g.in the blast-wave model 35 and in the different 
versions of the hadron chemistry model.38 Already in the case of the simple
2spherical expansion the inclusion of viscous effects into the relativistic 
hydrodynamic description 6 can have a strong effect on the observable fragment 
ratios, as was pointed out recently.33 Unfortunately the simple spherical geom­
etry assumed in these models is not very realistic.
In the present calculation we combine the viscous hydrodynamical model 
(Sect. II) for the collision process with a chemical equilibrium break - up 
model and a final thermal evaporation calculation (Sect. Ill) to obtain the 
spectra of the light particles. In Sect. IV we present the results for mean 
values and fluctuations of the light fragment multiplicities. Sect. V contains 
our results on the double and triple differential cross sections of the light 
fragments and an analysis of the particle correlations. The formation of heavy 
fragments and some of their properties are discussed inSect. VI. An event-by- 
event analysis for the different fragments is performed in Sect. VII. The con­
clusions are given in the last section.
//. T h e  h y d r o d y n a m ic  model
If we derive the hydrodynamic equations from the Boltzmann transport the­
ory we assume that the system can be characterised by thermally equilibrated 
local momentum distributions or by distributions close to the equilibrated 
ones. In the former case we obtain the Euler equations of hydrodynamics, and in 
the latter the Navier-Stokes equations, which also include a description of the 
transport properties of the fluid. If the local momentum distributions are far 
from the equilibrium ones, a two-37 or multi- fluid38 description may be ap­
plied. The classical equations of hydrodynamics can be formulated as 
conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy. The local baryon densi­
ty n(r,t) and the flow velocity field V ( r , t) obey the continuity equation
3n/3t + div(nv) = 0 .
The conservation of momentum density, M = pv = nm^V is given by 
3(M)/3t + Div(Mev) = Div P - n grad(V),
(1)
(2)
where M * v denotes the dyadic product and P is the stress tensor given by
3P.. = -рб.. . + л [Эу 1/Эх . +8Vj/3xi -C2/3)6ij div(v) ] + £ div(v).
(3)
Here the scalar pressure p is given by the equation of state and the viscous 
stress tensor involvs the shear viscosity n(p,T) and the bulk viscosity i(p,T). 
The interaction potentials V are not included in the nuclear matter equation of 
state because of their long-range properties. Accordingly V is defined as a sum 
of a Yukawa and a Coulomb contribution, Vy and V^ ,. (The way these potentials 
are determined and the choice of their parameters are described in Ref. 7.) 
The equation for conservation of energy takes the form
3(nE)/3t + div(nEv) = div(Pv) - div(-xgrad(T)) - nvgrad(V)
(4)
where к is the coefficient of thermoconductivity and E is the energy per baryon 
(including kinetic and internal energy). In the actual calculations fixed pa­
rameters n= 10-20 MeV/fm2c C=0, and k=0 were used.
To complete the set of equations of motion in the hydrodynamic model, an 
equation of state has to be specified. This is usually done by giving the bind­
ing energy per nucleon at zero entropy as a function of the density, Wq = WQ(n). 
For finite entropy per nucleon s, the corresponding excitation energy of an 
ideal Fermi gas is added:
W(n,s) = WQ (n) + WT (n,s) .
(5)
All other thermodynamic quantities may be obtained easily from W(n,s):
T = (3W/3s)n , p = n2(3W/3n)s.
(6)
The binding energy per nucleon at zero entropy, WQ(n) is called the 
compressional energy. One possible form of this function that was employed in 
most of the calculations uses a parabolic expansion about nuclear matter equi­
librium :
\
4WD (n) = Ko(n-no)2/(18n no) + ВО
(7)
with Kq , the incompressibility of nuclear matter, usually set equal to 200 MeV,
-3В to -16 MeV, and n equal to 0.17 fm о о ^
Numerical solutions were performed on a grid of cell size Ax = 1 - 1.2 fm. 
This relatively rough grid just enabled us to decrease the numerical 
viscosity3* to the value of the used physical one. A detailed analysis of the 
effects of the equation of state and transport parameters is not the subject of 
the present work.13 We estimate the uncertainties arising from numerical rea­
sons to be less than 10 - 20 %. The total conservation laws (for mass, momentum, 
energy) are fulfilled, however, within a 5 % accuracy.
Solving the equations of motion of fluid dynamics in the realistic 
three-dimensional geometry of a nuclear collision is a very expensive computa­
tion. As long as the collision of the two nuclei is supersonic, that is their 
relative velocity is greater than 0.1-0.2c, shock waves 1,0 will be the dominant 
dissipation mechanism in the hydrodynamic model. Due to the large pressure 
that builds up in the shocked ‘interaction zone, hydrodynamic models show a 
prefered sideward emission in central collisions. Such predictions, as we will 
see later, find a support by the emission patterns of a - particles and protons 
that have been observed in high multiplicity selected events of particle track 
detector 1 and counter data 2 4 respectively.
Collisions very close to central do not contribute much to the cross sec­
tion, so that for measurability considerations it is imperative to examine the 
behaviour at larger, especially intermediate impact parameters. At intermedi­
ate impact parameters a different phenomenon is predicted in the hydrodynamic 
model, namely the "bounce - off" effect l u where the projectile matter as a 
whole essentially is deflected by the target collectively (Fig. 1).
I l l . Chemical equ ilibrium  at b r e a k - u p  - L ight fragm ent p roduction
To draw accurate quantitative conclusions regarding the experimental ob­
servables in the final state an evaporation model is attached to the
5hydrodynamic calculations ,5 1 *’15 17,1,1 ’1,2 because at late expansion stages 
of the collision process when the matter is already dilute the conditions of 
the hydrodynamic description are not fulfilled. The pressure gradually de­
creases and a transition from nuclear matter to separate nuclei takes place 
like e.g., the surface phase transition in the neutron stars.1,3 Here this grad­
ual transition is even more complicated, because we are in a dynamic system and 
during the transition the interactions also cease. Small fragments condensate 
out of nuclear matter, forming light nuclei. These then loose their contact ow­
ing to the further expansion of the system.
In the model this gradual transition is replaced by a sudden break-up 
process. The break-up moment is chosen for all impact parameters to be that 
moment when the maximum nucleon density in the matter is below normal nuclear 
density. So the average density at break-up is p = 0.05 - 0.07/fm3. Unfortu­
nately the continuous break-up in time, which is used in simple linear and 
spherical fluid dynamical models s’“1’“* would cause tremendous difficulties 
in general three-dimensional case, so that we had to choose the sudden break-up 
assumption as in previous calculations in the hydrodynamic and evaporation mod­
el.5,13,15,17 Based on Refs. 36 and 41 we assume that at the break-up moment 
the chemical and thermodynamical equilibrium is already established locally 
among the light nuclear fragments. Thus the densities of different nuclei (i = 
p,n,d,t,3He,‘He) are determined by statistical factors:*“ 27
Z. N.
n.(n ,n ,T) = a. n 1 n 1 l p n ’ ' l p n (8)
3A.-3
where a^= X^,
-A.
A.3/2 2 1 exp(Eo(i)/kT) E. USj + l) exp(-E (i)/kT),
and X.p = Ь//2тшГ1сТ>, is the thermal de Broglie wave length. The density of a 
given fragment i of charge and neutron number (A^=N^+Z^) depends on the 
common temperature T of the mixture, on the proton and neutron densities n^, n^ 
and on the physical properties of the fragment i, namely on the ground state 
energy Eq ^ \  the excited state energies Ej^^ (measured from Eq^ ^  ) and spins 
Sj . The unknown parameters n^, nn , T can be obtained from the conservation of 
local baryon number, charge and energy:
6n = Acell/Vcell = Ei "i Ai *
n Z/A = Zcell/Vcell = Zi "i Zi ’
E + n mN = EÍell/Vcell + n mN = Zi ni(mi+3T/2) *
(9)
where n is the baryon density in the fluid cell at the break-up moment and 
Ecell total internal energy of the fluid cell including binding
(kßoltz = A solution of Eqs . (9) with positive temperature T exists only in 
those cells where the internal excitation energy is not too low. In the regions 
where Eint' << 8 MeV/nucleon light fragments cannot be formed (there is no 
physical solution for Eqs.(9)), but a larger nucleus can be created from the 
contribution of some neighboring fluid cells (see Sect. VI).
It has to be noted that this is not a unique choice of the conserved quan­
tities. In Ref. 17 it is assumed that the entropy is constant during the 
break-up process. As was pointed out by Scott and Tripathi kk the disasambly of 
nuclear matter represents a first-order phase transition below a critical tem­
perature of T^-18-20 MeV and so an entropy increase may be obtained at the 
break-up. This shows up as an enhancement of the light fragment emission com­
pared to naive fireball predictions. In our description we do not fix the 
entropy during break-up and we obtain an increase of the specific entropy of 
about 10-20% arising from the fragment formation at low temperatures. At high­
er temperatures where mainly free nucleons are formed the entropy hardly 
changes.
The ratios of the different light nuclear fragments are sensitive to the 
local temperature at break-up. Since, however, only a minor part of the entropy 
is produced in the expansion stage 8 ’ 13’ k l even in viscous flows, the entropy 
produced in the compression shock-waves can be estimated relatively 
accurately. The specific entropy s after the break-up moment in each fluid 
cell can be estimated as:
S = 5/2 + 3/2 ln T + q . -In n^ +ln g^] n^/n
(10)
where q^ = c ln(2irnK/h2) and g^ is the spin degeneracy factor
In hydrodynamic calculations we can evaluate the local specific 
entropies before and after the break-up. The latter ones influence the observed
7light particle cross sections together with the local collective flow. Once 
the influence of the collective flow in the final state has been extracted, the 
local thermal excitation of projectile and target can be determined from the 
ratios of the different light fragments in certain regions of the rapidity 
space.
In the following calculations as we shall see (Table I) a strong average 
entropy increase occurs at break-up. This increase has two reasons. The 
entropy determined after the break-up is the average specific entropy of those 
regions where light particles (p-^He) are emitted. These are the hottest re­
gions of the collision, where the entropy also is larger. The low entropy of 
the deeply bound fluid cells does not appear in the entropy of the light parti­
cles. On the other hand the formation of composite fragments leads to 
temperature and entropy increase in the hot regions also, because we gain the 
binding energies of the small fragments. These two effects lead to a smaller 
entropy decrease at low bombarding energies than it is expected on the basis of 
the Rankine-Hugoniot equation with some given equation of state. Other effects 
31 33 also act in this direction so that a quantitative conclusion about the 
total entropy of the final state as given in Ref. 25 is hardly possible on the 
basis of the light fragment production ratios alone.
Recent studies of this evaporation process 27,30 32 show that the consid­
eration of the interactions among the fragments causes strong deviations from 
the ideal gas assumption especially for the deuteron to proton ratio. If we 
increase the density of the deuteron nucleon gas mixture at fixed temperature, 
initially the deuteron density increases. But contrary to the ideal gas pred­
ictions at a certain density the deuteron to nucleon ratio reaches a maximum 
and the further density increase leads to a decrease of the d/n ratio. This can 
be taken into account by the explicit consideration of the eigenvolumina \L of
the fragments 27,32 for dilute gases. Generalizing the above mentioned ap­
proach 32 to our case a correction can be obtained to the a^ factor of Eq.(8):
&\ = a. exp[ -(V.-N.V -Z.V )(n,+n +n )] = a. exp[ -(V.-N.V -Z.V ) n] l i l i n  i p 7 i n p7 J x ^ 1 i i n  i p ( I D
Due to this factor the creation of fragments with large eigenvolumina (like d) 
is strongly suppressed especially at higher densities. The eigenvolumina 
are taken from Ref. 45.
8In Fig. 2 the local fragment densities n^(r) for p and a are shown after 
the break-up of the nuclear matter. In the central hot region mainly protons 
are formed while in the colder side regions (see Fig. 1) the heavier fragments 
are emitted preferentially.
Once the partial densities and the equilibrium temperature are given, 
the thermal momentum distributions in the fluid cell at r  can be written as:
]FH (P,r) = n.(r) (2nm.T(r))'3/2 exp(-P2/2m.T(r)).
(12)
Since the fluid is moving with the local collective velocity v(r), these dis­
tributions should be transformed to the lab system by a Lorentz transformation. 
The differential cross section of particle of type i
do./dP = *o Л Р )  = I  d2b dJr ]f „(P,r)1 1  I n
(13)
is obtained by adding up the contributions of all fluid cells in the lab system 
and then summing up the results of the different impact parameter calculations 
weighted by the corresponding geometrical surfaces.
In previous hydrodynamic model studies it turned out that the applicabil­
ity of the model in the energy range discussed is restricted to the central and 
near central collisions of sufficiently massive nuclei. 5 ’ **2 * **8 In other words 
for peripferal collisions or for collisions of small nuclei like C + C the mod­
el, as a continuum model, is not appropriate. Here the relatively few colli­
sions among the participant nucleons can be followed more accurately in a 
cascade model. Thus in the following part of the paper we discuss mainly "cen­
tral" collisions. Within the hydrodynamic model it is not trivial to decide 
which impact parameters belong to a specific experimental trigger mode, be­
cause the fluctuations are not described by the model. We therefore use a 
cascade simulation of Toneev 1,1 where for the 393 MeV/N Ne + U collision the ex­
perimental high multiplicity selection (M t > 10) was studied and the
contribution of the different impact parameter collisions were determined 
(Fig. 3). In most of the following applications we discuss the same reaction 
and take the given smooth cut-off function of Fig. 3 for the description of 
central collisions.
9I V . M ultip lic it ies  and  th e ir  f luctuations
First let us calculate the multiplicities of the various light particles 
from p to ‘He in the above model (Table I). From these quantities the total 
charged light particle multiplicities N^ot = and the total bound
proton multiplicities Ngp = Z^ N^ . carl be obtained. These values are ex­
pectation values obtained under the assumption that the local momentum distrib­
utions are equivalent to that of an ideal gas mixture of light nuclear 
fragments. Even if we neglect the fluctuations arising from this assumption a 
lower bound for the fluctuations can be obtained in the following way. We have 
Z protons in our system and we expect that Npp free protons are produced in a 
collision with a given impact parameter and energy. The probability to find a 
given proton as a free one is
P = N F p / Z >
(14)
and the probability to find it in a cluster is
1 - Р = (Z - Npp) / Z.
(15)
Therefore the probability to find n free protons is described by the following 
binomial distribution:
w(n) = Pn (1 - p)z"n Z! / [ n! (Z - n)! ],
(16)
and the expectation value of the fluctuation of the free proton number is ANFp
<АЫррг> = <n*> - <n>* = (l-p)<n> = Npp (Z-NFp) / Z.
(17)
A second source of the fluctuations is the limited sensitivity range of the ex­
perimental devices, e.g. the Plastic Ball.1** Assuming that the fluctuations 
arising from these two effects are independent the relative fluctuations can be 
added to each other
10
(ANFp/NFp]0bS• = [ANFp/NFp]thermodyn- + [ÄNFp/NFp]deteCt°r .
Since after the collision Q free nucleons are produced and one nucleon is ob­
served by the detector with a probability q the total observable fluctuation 
can be estimated as:
^NppS' = 4 Al-P) P Z + / (1-q) q p Z ,
(19)
where the first therm describes the thermal fluctuations and the second one the 
limited sensitivity of the detector. The calculated energy spectra provide us 
with a possibility to estimate roughly the detector sensitivity for a given re­
action. Neglecting the limited angular range of the detector we take into ac­
count the lower energy cut only in these estimates. In Fig. 4 the c a lc u la te d  
energy spectra do^/dE (i=p-‘He) of a central Ne + U -♦ i + X reaction are 
plotted. The lowest particle energies which were considered in the preliminary 
Plastic Ball experiments when free and bound proton multiplicities were deter­
mined ue are indicated for the light fragments. One can see that according to 
our calculations a non-negligible part of the composite particles is emitted 
below the considered energy cuts ( the cross section scale is logarithmic and 
the lower energy cuts for p, d, t, 3He and ‘He were taken as 34, 22, 19, 40, 34 
MeV/N respectively). So the multiplicities above these energies are estimated 
to be 42, 56, 29, 12, and 5 % of the total ones in the Ne+U (393 MeV/N) reaction 
a c c o r d in g  to o u r  c a lc u la t io n s . For the Ne + Pb reaction at 800 MeV/N beam ener­
gy we estimated the acceptances as 80, 67, 42, 18 and 8 % respectively in the 
same way. At the higher beam energies the estimated acceptances increase and 
also other effects like final state Coulomb interaction may cause an increase 
in the acceptance. Due to the near exponential fall-off of the energy spectra, 
however, the measured multiplicities always depend strongly on the lowest ener­
gy considered. This dependence is less pronounce when the lower cut-off is 
choosen in the vicinity of the maximum of the energy spectra i.e. around 5-15 
MeV/N. This might be possible with a more sophisticated analyses of the primary 
Plastic Ball data.***
In Fig. 5 the different reduced free and bound proton multiplicities are 
shown including the estimated sensitivity for the given reaction. The multi­
plicities decrease considerably and the fluctuations increase due to the re­
duction. For qualitative comparision preliminary experimental data are also
(18)
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shown.*' The multiplicities agree qualitatively, the experimental fluctuations 
are similar to our estimates and at large impact parameters there are more free 
and less bound protons observed than our model predicts. This is partly due to 
the fact that we neglected the impact parameter dependence of the acceptances 
and calculated always with the acceptance values corresponding to "central" 
collisions. So for peripferal collisions we overestimated the acceptance of the 
composite particles. The other reason can be seen from the detailed light par­
ticle multiplicities.
In Fig. 6 the different light particle multiplicities are plotted versus 
the total light particle multiplicity (only the reduced data, the original mul­
tiplicities are listed in Table I). In these light fragment multiplicities the 
tritons are overestimated compared to the recent experimental data of Gutbrod 
et al.,** while all others agree relatively well with the experiment. The 
triton excess is probably caused by the assumed large neutron excess of the 
evaporating nuclear matter (Z/A=0.447). The one fluid hydrodynamic model nec­
essarily assumes a constant nn/n ratio. In peripferal asymmetric reactions 
this assumption is not realistic because due to the equal projectile and target 
participation in the shocked zone, the local neutron excess is less than the 
average one. This problem indicates that the charge assymetry is an important 
ingredient of the evaporation model and so models which neglect this 17’30’31 
cannot be applied to asymmetric collisions.
A similar consequence can be drawn from the large n/p ratio which goes 
up to 3 for large impact parameters (Table I). The collisions with large im­
pact parameter dominate the inclusive cross sections where similarly high n/p 
ratios were obtained experimentally.*9
V . D iffe ren tia l  cross sections and corre la t ions
Calculations were performed for 20Ne + 23*U collisions at a projectile 
energy of 393 MeV/nucleon. In the triple differential cross sections strong 
azimuthal correlations are obtained at A$=180°. The two main jets arise from 
the target and projectile evaporations, and can be observed as local peaks 
(Fig. 7) in the cross section at fixed impact parameter. The two peaks are ap­
proximately A0=18O° from each other in the nucleus-nucleus CM frame because of 
momentum conservation. From the position of the peaks in the CM momentum space 
the momentum lost in the inelastic collision can be determined. Because of the 
lower temperatures of the projectile and target remnants at the break-up
12
moment, (Fig. 1) mainly heavier bound fragments, e.g. ‘He (Fig. 2), are formed 
here. Furthermore, because these are in thermal equilibrium with other species, 
their thermal velocities are considerably smaller than those of the lighter 
species and so the smearing due to the random thermal velocities is weaker 
while the collective velocities are the same. Thus the heavier fragment cross 
sections show the collective flow properties more clearly (Fig. 7), so that the 
deflection angle and the loss of collective momentum in the c.m. system are ac­
curately measurable using the triple differential ‘lie cross sections (Fig. 8).
Experimental triple differential (azimuth dependent) cross sections are 
not available yet, but p, d, and t double differential cross sections for cen­
tral (Mtot > 10 ) Ne (393 MeV/N) + U reactions were measured recently.2’3 Aver­
aging over the azimuth angle in the triple differential cross sections given in 
Fig. 7 and integrating over b with the smooth cut-off (Fig. 3) we obtain the 
double differential cross sections in our model. The comparison to the exper­
imental data shows an overall agreement with discrepancies remainingin some 
regions (Fig. 9). At small angles (0 = 20° - 30°) the energy dependence in our 
calculation is stronger and also the sideward peaking is predicted at higher 
angles. Both of these deviations indicate that in the experiment the collisions 
with higher impact parameters have a larger weight than assumed by the smooth 
cut-off curve, or that the one fluid model overestimates somewhat the 
bounce-off angles at a given impact parameter. However, the forward sup­
pression and sidewards peaking in the experimental and calculated data 
indicates the presence of the collective bounce-off process. Earlier specu­
lations, that the forward supression in p spectra is caused by the formation of 
composite fragments does not hold, because the composite fragment cross 
sections (d,t) are also supressed in forward directions both in the experiment 
and in our calculation.
Recently azimuthal correlations between slow heavy and fast light frag­
ments have also been measured.1' The results show strong 180° azimuthal correla­
tions providing a further experimental evidence for collective processes. In 
our model the correlation function “* R(f) is defined on the basis of the triple 
differential cross section as:
2tt J о Ци (90° ,ф,с) о (40°, 0+6,30-40 MeV) d ф de 
R(6) = ._ _ _ _ _ ÜÜ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ E_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 1.
J оЬНе(90а,Ф,Е) d0 dz I  Op(40°,0+6,30-40 MeV) d0
(20)
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The experimentally observed 180° - azimuthal correlations are in qualitative 
agreement with the results of the calculations (Fig. 10). In our calculation 
this effect is caused by the collective bounce-off: The heavier fragments (‘He) 
are produced mainly on the colder target side and the protons on the opposite 
side. This Ф = 180° correlation between protons and heavy nuclei holds also for 
heavier fragments (target residues described in Sect. VI).
Neutron double differential cross sections are also available now for Ne 
(337 MeV/N) + U reactions and these can be compared to the proton cross 
sections measured at somewhat higher beam energies.** In Fig. 11 these exper­
imental data are compared to our central Ne (393 fieV/N) + U calculations. The 
n/p ratio in our calculation increases less rapidly than the experimental ra­
tios. This is mainly caused by the fact that the experiment is inclusive and 
peripferal collisions dominate at low energies. For such collisions we also 
have large n/p ratios ( n/p - 4 see Table I) but these are not taken into ac­
count in the cross sections for central collisions because of the smooth 
cut-off.
V I . Formation of h eavy  fragm ents In  the fram ew ork  of hydrodynam ics
In the previous sections only the light fragment formation was discussed 
under the assumption that there is local thermal and chemical equilibrium be­
tween these fragments. However, this assumption is satisfactory only for the 
regions where we have a higher excitation energy at the break-up phase. There 
are other regions (mainly the "target residue") where the nucleons are bound 
deeper than -8 MeV and so light fragment formation is not possible. The fluid 
belonging to this deeply bound region are not taken into account in the calcu­
lation of the light fragment cross sections. This region is of considerable 
size compared to the whole reaction zone so that we have to choose an other de­
scription than in the previous section, since local equilibrium assumptions may 
not be applied.
In the most typical intermediate impact parameter region 10 - 30 % of the 
fluid cells forms a connected spatial region where the nucleons are deeply 
bound at break-up. We assume that the nucleons in this region form an interme­
diate nucleus with given mass and excitation energy. The mass of the nucleus
is
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AdBou. I  d ’r n(r) , 
VBou.
(21)
where the Integral runs over the fluid volume V„ou where the internal 
excitation energy e < -8 NeV/nucl. At the calculation of the total excitation 
energy of the heavy fragment we take into account the internal energy e and the 
energy arising from the spread of the flow momenta in this region. We inte­
grate the four momenta of the fluid cells p(r) = (p(r),w(r))
P = J d3r p(r) n(r) = J d V  n(r) (mn + е (г )) У(г ) v ( r ),
W = У d3r w (г ) n(r) = J d V  n(r) (mn + е (г )) У(г ),
(22)
where Jf(r) = 1//(T-v(r)2). In this way we can get the rest mass of the heavy 
fragment as:
M = /  (Wг- Р г ) о
(23)
and its specific excitation energy above the ground state (-8 MeV) :
E* = (Mo * %  ABou.) I ABou. + 8^ V / N .
(24)
This heavy fragment is expected to be emitted with a recoil energy corre­
sponding to the velocity:
ß = P / W .
(25)
Thus we can get a rough estimate of the properties of the created heavy 
residue. The underlying basic idea is very similar to the abrasion-ablation 
model . u0 However, we are not bound to the straight line geometry, the recoil 
has a transverse component and we can determine the excitation energy of the 
residue without any additional assumption. We neglected, however, certain 
processes e.g. the excitation stemming from the deformation of the spatial re­
gion where the deeply bound nucleons are situated at the break-up moment and 
the excitation arising from the sharp cut-off of the density at the surface.
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Thus we underestimate the excitation energy by a few MeV/N. On the other hand 
due to the rough grid the accuracy of the predicted mass is of the order of the 
mass contained in the fluid cells at the surface of the deeply bound region, 
which form a layer of width = Ax/2. This yields an essential relative error es­
pecially for smaller residues:
AA / A = (9u n / 2A)1/3 Ax/2 = 0.67 A~1/3
(26)
Such excited target residues have been found recently in 12C (84 MeV/N) + 
induced reactions 51 sl around A = 50 (AA=10) with a recoil energy of about 
1 MeV/N (ß=0.04-0.05c). The small spread of the mass spectrum indicates that 
these are not fission products, and evaporation calculations show that these 
final states may arise from an excited intermediate compound nucleus of A=90 
and E =8 MeV/N. Such excited compound nuclei are also predicted by the 
hydrodynamic model.
The recoil energy versus the mass of the residue is plotted in Fig. 12. 
The low energy (E^) residues are expected from peripferal collisions (b>5 fm) 
in the hydrodynamic model, while residues with large recoil energy are formed 
in central collisions. We get higher masses for these residues than the exper­
imentally observed masses, but we calculate the excited intermediate states on­
ly. The final deexcitation of these nuclei might easily result in a further 
mass loss of AA = 10 which would make it close to the experiment. We underesti­
mate the collective recoil energy of these fragments by 15 -20 % . This latter 
difference might be caused by final state interactions (absorption of light 
fragments emitted from the hot compressed region after the break-up) which are 
not included in our simplified model. However, the accuracy of our calculations 
is also not much better than 15 - 20 % , as we mentioned already, so refinements 
in these details would not be reasonable.
In Fig. 13 the recoil angle 0 is plotted versus the mass of the target 
residue. The recoil angle increases with impact parameter in both reactions we 
studied. At 393 MeV/N projectile energy the residues belonging to the lowest 
impact parameters have high excitation energy so that they probably cannot be 
observed as one heavy residue (Table II). At high impact parameters the fluctu­
ations and final state interaction effects are large compared to our recoil 
energy so that our estimated recoil angles and energies are not observable. 
Nevertheless, in an intermediate impact parameter region there should be a cor­
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relation between the residue mass and the mean recoil angle. For the 12C + 
12l,Sn reaction we expect an enhancement at 0 = 50 - 60° for the residue masses 
around A = 60 - 70, caused basically by the collective bounce-off process,u  
which acts strongly at intermediate impact parameters. Experiments for 12C + 
12l,Sn reaction51 show a shoulder at 0 = 60° in the angular distribution of the 
residues with large mass deficiency. According to our calculations this might 
be a consequence of the collective bounce-off process.
In Table II the mass, excitation energy and emission angle of the ex­
pected heavy residue are shown versus the impact parameter. In a wide impact 
parameter range we get an intermediate nucleus with relatively small (a few 
Mev/nucl.) excitation energy. These intermediate states may decay by light 
fragment or nucleon emission to yield a somewhat lighter observable heavy frag­
ment. These final fragment states will be in the vicinity of the intermediate 
state on the (N,Z) plane. In Fig. 14 the intermediate residues are shown on the 
(N,Z) plane for several impact parameters in a Ne + U reaction at 393 
MeV/nucleon bombarding energy. These results indicate that in reactions with 
heavy target or projectile new heavier neutron rich isotopes might be produced 
similarly to the already observed lighter ones arising from projectile fragmen­
tation. 5 3
The model of the residue formation presented here does not work at small 
and at very large impact parameters. At small impact parameters the intermedi­
ate residue has a large excitation energy. This is caused by the fact that the 
deeply bound cells do not occupy a singly connected spatial region, but rather 
a ring or two or more separate connected regions. The flow velocity differ­
ences between different parts of the deeply bound region become large and this 
is the reason of the apparent higher excitation energies. In this case the 
intermediate residue fissions into two or more parts or it may be that already 
at the break-up moment the deeply bound cells form several fragments. The lat­
ter happens at large impact parameters also, where both target and projectile 
residues are present. However, for these large impact parameters the partic­
ipant zone is already very small and contains only a few nucleons, so that the 
hydrodynamic description looses its validity and other processes as microscop­
ic n-n correlations become more important.5 ’1,5
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V I I . E ven t b y  e v e n t  a n a lys is
Recently, for the Investigation of the possible collective properties 
several methods are introduced like sphericity tensor, energy flow tensor, 
thrust analsis.51* 59 The first experimental studies with the Plastic Ball11’ and 
with streamer chamber59 are in progress.
Theoretically it is straightforward to evaluate the real symmetric 
sphericity matrix in the CM frame :
M n = I . p  ■ P aß l 'iá ^ iß «,ß= x,y,z
(27)
where i runs over all emitted charged particles (up to ‘He for the Plastic Ball 
experiments and in our calculations). The eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
e ^ ,e ^ ,e ^  of the tensor can be determined. If we normalize the sum of 
eigenvalues to unity so that we can evaluate the commonly used quanti­
ties: sphericity 5 * S = 1.5(Qj + C^), flatness F = / з  /2 , jet angle 0 ^  
= arc cos([ e j ] z / ез)> and aspect ratios 59 = Q^/Qj and ^ 2  = ^2^1'
Before the discussion of the calculational details let us emphasize two 
problems. Most detectors does not detect neutrons, and these need not have the 
same distribution as the average of the other light charged fragments. Similar­
ly heavy clusters and residues are also not detected. Therefore, to gain a re­
sult which is comparable to experiments the analysis of the cluster formation 
is unavoidable.
From the final momentum distribution of the light fragments 
Sect. III. Eq.(12,13)) the spericity tensor can be obtained as
(see
d3r l . I d3P CM
-*clust.
[ !fSM (PCV )  ] P CM 1 J H J ja
PCM
jß
(28)
This expression (28) can be simplified *0 and separated into a thermal and a 
flow term. The importance of the thermal tfierm arising from this separation is 
discussed in Ref. 60.
In Fig. 15 the jet angle and the sphericity are shown for different im­
pact parameters for protons, alpha particles, and for the sum of all light
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charged fragments up to ‘He. We have seen in the angular distributions that 
the ‘He particles show the collective jet structure stronger than the protons. 
Their sphericity parameters, however, are not essentially different from those 
of the protons because the structure of the ‘He cross section may be observed 
best at higher energies (E= 200-300 MeV/N) where the cross section is two or 
three orders of magnitude smaller than at low energies. So the calculated 
sphericity values for ‘He are determined mainly by low energy particles. The 
low energy cut-off of the Plastic Ball has the advantage of excluding the al­
most isotropic low energy target evaporation and so the structure of the cross 
section might show up more strongly in the global variables. The calculated 
jet angles are somewhat larger than in the cascade calculations of Ref. 58.
In Fig. 15 the sphericity and flatness parameters (S,F) of the emitted 
light fragments calculated with and without the thermal momenta ( I ,  h t )  are 
compared to each other. The thermal smearing increases the sphericity by
0.15-0.2 and decreases the flatness by 20-30% at small and intermediate impact 
parameters. This indicates that in earlier theoretical global flow analyses of 
Ref. 56 the neglection of thermal smearing effects lead to an overestimation of 
the thrust value.
In a comparision of our calculations with the experiments some difficul­
ties arise. The limited sensitivity of the detector in momentum space and the 
fact that most detectors do not cover a spherically symmetric region around the 
CM in the momentum space causes serious problems. The sphericity matrix de­
tected by a given detector is not equal to the one defined by Eq.(28) but rather 
is given by:
M о = / d3r ap E. 1 d 3f,CM•^clust. ^pb
FCM p CM pCM P CM
1 J ’ n  ]d ] Г
(29)
where is the sensitivity region of the detector in the momentum space. Un­
fortunately, owing to the separation introduced 60 we are not able to reproduce 
easily suchja restriction.
Fig. 16 might provide, however, an insight into this problem. The 
rapidity distribution of the alpha particles is shown in the reaction plane for 
a Ne (393 MeV/N) + U calculation together with the acceptance of the Plastic 
Ball. k* The local maximum of the cross section caused by the evaporation of 
the bounced off projectile lies at the upper energy limit of the Plastic Ball 
for full particle identification ( = 250-300 MeV/N) due to the fact that the
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collision is higly inelastic. The peaked structure of the cross section would 
show up in the Plastic Ball observables the better the closer the projectile 
energy is to this upper energy limit (i.e. at 300-A00 MeV/N). At very high 
projectile energies, in the GeV/n region, the fluctuations and the effects 
arising from the special sensitivity range of the detector are probably too 
strong to allow for a determination of the collective flow variables.
Because of these difficulties a Monte Carlo simulation would be extremely 
useful where for some previously given emission patterns the sphericity and jet 
angle variables were evaluated in exactly the same way and with all 
restrictions as it is done with the actual experimental device.
V I I I .  Conclusions
We have presented results of an extended fluid-dynamical model which in­
corporated the formation of light nuclear fragments and their final thermal 
evaporation. As we have seen in the previous sections there are numerous sig­
natures of the collective flow processes observable in the fragment emission as 
i) the sidewards peaked structure of the double differential cross sections es­
pecially for composite fragments, ii) the correlations arising from the 
collective structure of the triple differential cross sections both between two 
protons,5 ’116 and light and heavy fragments, ii i) the high energy component in 
the recoiled target residues, and iv) the large jet angles in the global analy­
sis of the central events. These experimental signatures provide evidence for 
the existence of a collective flow of the hot, dense nuclear matter formed in 
relativistic heavy ion collisions.61 These collective processes are governed 
by the underlying equation of state and transport properties of the nuclear, 
hadronic or quark matter. The detailed study of the composite fragment cross 
sections in An exclusive experiments to be completed in the near future may 
provide a unique tool for the determination of the properties of strongly 
interacting matter at extreme conditions and may allow for a determination of 
phase transitions in dense nuclear matter.62 We are looking forward to the 
analysis of An experiments presently underway.
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Table I: (a) Total light fragment multiplicities for the Ne + U (393 MeV/N) re­
action calculated in the hydrodynamic and evaporation model (with Bo=-16 MeV, 
Ko= 400 MeV, л= 10 MeV/fmJc) at different impact parameters b. The average den­
sity (p), internal energy (e), temperature(T) and the specific entropy before 
(o) and after (o’) the break-up process are also listed. The quantities T and 
o ’ do not contain the contribution of the deeply bound fluid cells which form a 
heavy residue in the model (see Sect. VI).
b P E о ’ 0 T P n (i t 3He *•116
fm fm'3 MeV/N MeV
0 0 .053 0. 71 1.76 1.90 11 .6 10 .5 34 .4 7.7 24 .5 3 .0 18 .4
1 0 .054 0. 38 1.72 1.79 11 .4 9 . 1 30.,2 6 .7 22..2 2 .6 16 .7
2 0 .063 0.09 1.70 1.76 11 .3 8 .6 30..6 5 .7 22,. 1 2 .2 19 . 1
3 0 .071 0.08 1.63 1.70 11 .2 8,.3 28.,0 5 . 1 20,.5 2 .0 17 . 1
4 0 .079 -1. 05 1.49 1.66 11 .4 7.7 25 .0 4 .4 18 .4 1.7 15 .2
5 0 .087 -1.49 1.40 1.64 12 .5 7.6 23 .4 3 .7 16 .7 1.4 13 .9
6 0 .098 -2. 32 1. 17 1.60 13 .7 8 . 1 24 .1 3 . 1 14 .9 1.3 13 .7
7 0 . 101 -4. 20 1.01 1.65 15 . 1 7 . 1 19 .5 2 .7 11 .8 1. 1 9 .6
8 0 . 108 -6.40 0 .84 1.67 13 .4 4 .3 13 . 1 1.8 7.3 0 .7 7. 1
(b) Total light fragment multiplicities for Ne + Pb (800 MeV/N) reaction
b P £ о ’ 0 T P n d t 3He “He
fm fm'3 MeV/N MeV
0 0 .055 15 .1 2..45 2 .66 23..6 24 .4 45,.8 9 .0 21 .3 3 .9 9.,3
1 0,.058 14 .2 2.,40 2 .61 23.. 7 25 .6 47,.7 9 .0 23 .6 4 .0 10 .4
2 0,.055 12.5 2.,40 2 .57 21..3 21 .6 41,.9 8 .7 21 .0 3 .7 10 .1
3 0,.056 11 .0 2. 31 2 .38 20..0 19 .5 38..7 7.8 21 .7 3 .3 11 .5
4 0,.059 8.6 2. 16 2. 22 18. 0 16. 7 35. 0 6,.9 21. 8 2..9 13.,3
5 0,.066 6.4 1.91 2. 07 16. 3 14. 1 31. 6 5..6 20. 5 2.,4 14. 8
6 0..068 3.2 1.62 1.80 13. 8 12. 1 30. 7 5..0 20. 2 2. 0 17. 8
7 0,.075 0.6 1.28 1.62 11. 5 8. 8 26. 0 4. 0 18. 0 1.4 18. 4
8 0..083 -2 . 1 0. 97 1.41 9. 7 6.0 20. 7 2. 9 12. 9 1.0 15. 8
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Table II: (a) Parameters of the intermediate excited target residues for the 
Ne 4 U (393 MeV/N) reaction calculated in the hydrodynamic and evaporation mod­
el (B^=-16 MeV, Ko= 400 MeV, n- 10 MeV/fm*c) at different impact parameters b.
The expected mass Agou , recoil angle 0, recoil energy E^, excitation energy E 
(without surface and deformation energies) and recoil velocity ß. The values 
in brackets are unphysical because of the large excitation energy or the large 
fluctuations of the recoil direction.
b ^ Bou. 0 r' R E 0
fm degr. MeV MeV/N c
0 (49) (1) (161) (7.4) (0.083)
] (56) (3) (200) (11.1) (0.087)
2 51 26 169 3.5 0.084
3 73 57 134 2.7 0.063
4 97 63 95 0.1 0.046
5 116 86 37 -1.2 0.026
6 140 (90) (13) -2.8 (0.014)
7 179 (90) (9) -3.1 (0.010)
8 204 (90) (8) -3.1 (0.009)
(b) Parameters of the intermediate excited target target residues for 12C + 
12l|Sn (86 MeV/N) reaction (with Bq=-16 MeV, 400 MeV, л= 20 MeV/fm2c) at 
different impact parameters.
b ^ Bou. 0 e r
•ftE 0
fm degr. MeV MeV/N c
0 71 0 45 0.6 0.037
1 72 10 39 -0.5 0.034
2 72 21 33 -1.5 0.031
3 73 43 25 -2.3 0.027
4 80 50 18 -3.4 0.022
5 90 68 11 -3.3 0.016
6 96 75 3 -3.8 0.008
7 101 (90) (2) -4.5 (0.006)
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Density (p) temperature (T) and velocity (arrows) distributions in a 
relativistic heavy ion collision (Ne + U 393 MeV/N) in the lab system at the 
break-up moment ( t= 26fm/c ). The impact parameter of the collision is b=6fm. 
The crosses indicate that the flow velocity is v < 0.1 c. The full contour 
lines belong to temperatures T=10,20 MeV, the dashed ones to nucleon densities 
p= 0.05, 0.1 (1/fm3) .
Figure 2: Proton (p) and alpha particle (a) density contour lines calculated 
for the break-up configuration of Fig. 1. The protons are formed in the midie 
hot regions mainly opposite to alphas which are formed at the sides. The con­
tour lines belong to nQ = 0.005 (1/fm3), n^ = 0.003, 0.006 (1/fm3).
Figure 3: The central (high multiplicity selected) cross sections are calcu­
lated by using the the cascade simulations of Toneev*17 (dashed line). Colli­
sions with high impact parameters also contribute to the high multiplicity 
selected data. The plotted smooth cut-off function was used for the calcu­
lation of the contributions from different impact parameters in central re­
action cross sections in the framework of the hydrodynamic and evaporation 
model.
Figure A: Energy spectra of light fragments in a central Ne (393 MeV/N) + U re­
action. The assumed lower energy cuts in the recent preliminary Plastic Ball 
multiplicity measurements are indicated. 1,8 The average acceptances are esti­
mated for this reaction on the basis of these calculated results by taking the 
ratio of the observable particles (in the high energy tail above the cut) to 
all emitted particles, neglecting variations with the impact parameter.
Figure 5: Bound proton multiplicities versus free proton multiplicities calcu­
lated in the hydrodynamic model (points) for different impact parameters. The 
error bars indicate the estimated thermal fluctuations together with the fluc­
tuations arising from the limited sensitivity as described in Sect. IV. The da­
ta reduced by the estimated acceptances are given by triangles for the Ne (393 
MeV/N ) + U reaction too. For qualitative comparision preliminary experimental 
data “** are shown. The. data for small impact parameters agree with the exper­
imental ones, while at high impact parameters the bound proton multiplicity is 
overestimated.
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Figure 6: Light particle multiplicities (values reduced by the estimated ac­
ceptances) versus the total light fragment multiplicity calculated in the 
hydrodynamic and evaporation model for different impact parameters b=0-9fm for 
the Ne+Pb reaction at 800 MeV/N beam energy. In brackets the estimated accept­
ances are indicated. Apart from the higher acceptance, the reason of the high­
er JH than JHe multiplicities is in the assumed large neutron excess of the 
evaporating matter.
Figure 7: Contour plots of triple differential invariant cross sections 
(l/p)d3N/dEdf>dcos0 for the reaction 2°Ne(393 MeV/N) + 23*U at impact parameter 
b = 6 fin in the reaction plane ($= 0°/180°) and in the plane orthogonal to it 
($—900). The contour lines labelled by parameter q correspond to a value of 
lO'V (sr MeV2). Figures a, b, c, d, e, f are corresponding to p, n, d, t, 3He, 
‘He cross sections respectively. The bounce-off effect is predominantly ob­
servable in t, 3He and ‘He spectra
Figure 8: The dependence of the c.m. bounce-off deflection angle and 
inelasticity on the impact parameter b. At impact parameters lower than 3 fm 
the second local maximum of the spectrum vanishes and so the inelasticity can­
not be uniquely determined, but the bounce off angle, is measurable.
Figure 9: Double differential p, d, t cross sections for central Ne (393 
MeV/N) + U reaction. The experimental cross sections 2,3 (points) are at 12, 
21, 47, 82 MeV/N energies and the calculated ones at 10, 20, 50, and 80 MeV/N.
Figure 10: Heavy-light fragment correlations calculated in the theoretical 
model for one impact parameter b = 6 fm. The heavy fragment is ‘He at 0=90° in 
the lab system measured in coincidence with a proton at 0=40° in the energy 
range 30-50 MeV. The correlation at Af = 180° is the consequence of the bounce- 
off effect. The experimental points are taken from Ref. 4.
Figure 11: Neutron double differential cross sections calculated for the cen­
tral Ne (393 MeV/N) + U reaction together with experimental data from Ref. 49.
Figure 12: The recoil energy versus the mass Agou . of the heavy target 
residue for two reactions. The lower mass target residues have high recoil en­
ergy, E^= 25-45 MeV. These decrease with the increasing mass of the residue in 
qualitative agreement with the observations of Ref. 51 (points) for the l2C + 
12 “Sn (86 MeV/N) reaction.
*
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Figure 13: The recoil angle 0^ ^ versus the mass Agou of the heavy residue. 
At large impact parameters the the recoil velocity is relatively small compared 
to fluctuations. So although the expectation of the deflection angle is around 
90° the fluctuations and final state interactions probably yield a flat dis­
tribution .
Figure 14: The estimated position of the intermediate compound target residue 
on the [N,Z] plane from the hydrodynamic model. The N to Z ratio is that of 
Uranium. The neutron rich excited heavy residues can decay mainly by p , n and a 
emission and so the final states are in a narrow region (AA=4-6) around the. in­
dicated line. In this way neutron rich isotopes might be produced.
Figure 15: Calculated sphericity S and flatness F versus the jet angle 0 ^  for 
different impact parameters in the Ne(393 MeV/N) + U reaction plotted sepa­
rately for protons p, (crosses) alpha particles a (open squares) and all 
charged light fragments (open circles and triangles). The lines indicated by 
full dots and triangles (/~f) represent the sphericity and flatness of the light 
particles without thermal smearing.
Figure 16: Contour plot of the calculated triple differential invariant ‘He 
cros section for the Ne (393 MeV/N) + U reaction at impact parameter b=6fm. Two 
peaks arise from the target and projectile evaporations. The dashed lines in­
dicate the Plastic Ball and Plastic Wall response taken from Ref. 48. The full 
determination of particles is possible in the region indicated by (Z,A,E) so 
that the experimental determination of the matrix M is restricted to this re­
gion. The energy flow matrix 58 can be determined, however, by using the 
information from the interior layer, labelled by E, too. The maximum arising 
from the projectile evaporation is detectable in the above reaction by the 
Plastic Ball.u*
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